NEW BAD GOODS X
We are proposing to display, provisionally and in a piecemeal way, parts of a wider project
that has the title New Bad Goods.The project will eventually consist of around 20 pencil
drawings of various subjects.Each drawing is accompanied by a body of supplementary material.
The material is intended to sustain a distinction between the drawings as artwork and the
supplementary material as non-artwork, although all are considered as constituents of
practice. Without this distinction, the supplementary material and anything else is at liberty
to be consumed as artwork and so cosseted by the well-worn excuse of relativism or authorial
instinct as validation from any form of criticism. Ultimately we want the artwork itself to be
open to criticism as constituting a deliberate set of intentions. We’ve become well practiced
in supplying our own self-directed criticism at the practice. The work requires something
external to criticise it. We want to engage the drawings within a context of public display in a
piecemeal, provisional way rather than to finish all the drawings and organise an opportunity
for exhibiting
them completed and in their entirety. Situations such as those can only
be carried out retrospectively and are contingent on a lack of any possibility of learning.
At the Institute of Education we propose to display two drawings, one produced from a
photograph of the Islington canal tunnel, the other a reworking of the painting ‘Work’ by
Ford Madox Brown. They will be presented alongside their attendant supplementary material.
The purpose of including the supplementary material alongside the drawing is as an attempt
to exhaust and fix any potential reading of the drawing’s subject matter; to restrict any sense
of an open ended meaning, to relieve the object of those unconsciously presumed duties.
Might this help discourage the artwork containing some substantive property that
distinguishes it from ordinary objects and encourage an atavistic interpretation? Answer. It
seems reasonable to distinguish art objects from non-art objects but not to bestow them with
a mystificatory ambiguity. The contradiction here needs further consideration. Might this
reduce the potential of a subjective, conjectural reading? Answer: to impose on the work a
prescribed set of meanings dependent on the subject matter of the work and presented by the
supplementary material.
By the reduction of the option to respond to the subject matter of the artwork conjecturally
or relativistically, possibly more objective questions are likely to come to the fore. Such as:
Why is the task of comprehending an artwork or exhibition assumed to require a specialist
professionally informed frame of reference?
From the point of view of the artist: what purpose is met by displaying their work in a public
context?
From the point of view of the audience: what purpose is met by consuming a work in a public
context?
From the point of view of the institution: what purpose is met by displaying work in a public
context?
Within a context of public display does the textual supplementary material effectively mute
any further discussion on the object?
We might give a provisional answer to the last question: the supplementary material presented
alongside each drawing, or at least somewhere in the vicinity, is not likely to mute any further
discussion on the object. Based on our experiences of engaging with distribution within a
public context it is likely the supplementary material will be fully subsumed as an object entirely
of the same status as the drawings. The purpose of displaying the project in locations that
are less conventional in terms of emulating the institution of the art world is to attempt to
test the work in conditions distinct from the prevalent relations of distribution. To engage
the work with an audience in order to learn something about the work through some form
of critical engagement and self-imposed act of attrition. The problem with trying to eke
out opportunities to engage in exhibitions modelled on the institution, such as commercial
galleries or spaces that ape those conventions, invariably engages with situations where the
learning has already been done.
Arthood functions within a denial of time. Its evermore internal complexities that constitute
its output are timeless. It follows: a distinction between its own output and the output of
its antecedents is also denied. This maneuvering secures a go-to justification for arthood’s
output: if the work of its antecedents is valid its own work is also.
Subsequently criticism is surplus to requirements.
Anything produced under the name of criticism merely becomes a work functioning identically
with the thing it attempted to criticise. We intend to initiate a didactic form of engagement
with the relations of distribution through the process of working out how to engage with
an audience. Exposition! No exhibition. Is that a good enough distinction?
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